Selective impairment of cognitive performance in the young monkey following recovery from iron deficiency.
While poor nutrition during development is an obvious concern, the magnitude and duration of the neural and cognitive deficits that occur after moderate iron deficiency in infancy have remained controversial. A nonhuman primate model of infancy anemia was refined to investigate the effects on cognitive performance. Young rhesus monkeys that experienced a delimited period of iron deficiency were tested on a series of cognitive tasks following normalization of their hematological status. Beginning at 8 to 9 months of age, 2 months after weaning from their mothers and consumption of solid food, the previously iron-deficient (ID) monkeys (n = 17) were compared to age- and gender-matched, iron-sufficient (IS) (n = 27) monkeys on a series of three tests of cognitive performance. Using the Wisconsin General Testing Apparatus, a Black/White Discrimination task was followed by acquisition of Black/White Reversal (BWR). ID monkeys were significantly slower at mastering the BWR task (p < .04), which required reversing and inhibiting the previously learned response. In addition, ID infants were significantly less object oriented (p < .017) and more distractible (p < .018). However, on two subsequent tests, the Concurrent Object Discrimination and Delayed Non-Match-to-Sample, there were no differences in acquisition, performance, or behavioral reactivity. The initial cognitive and behavioral deficits are similar to those seen in follow-up evaluations of anemic children, but the limited extent of the impairment after this moderate iron deficiency that involved a select nutrient deficiency is encouraging for the benefits attainable through early identification and iron supplementation.